Hcovers the track of F if HtF0Y= FtYfor all tEI.
Given an isotopy F of Y in X, it is not true that there is always an ambient isotopy of X which covers F or even just the track of F. For example, if we restrict attention to manifolds and proper embeddings, then classical knots of S1 in S3 are isotopic embeddings which are not ambient isotopic.
Ambient isotopy is rather more useful than isotopy, but isotopies are usually easier to construct. The following problem is therefore of interest.
Problem A. Given an isotopy F of Y in X, under what conditions can we cover F by an ambient isotopy of X?
For some purposes it is enough to cover the track of F, e.g. when considering knots as subspaces rather than embeddings, i.e. working setwise rather than point-wise; so we have the weaker problem.
Problem B. Under what conditions can we cover the track of an isotopy of Y in X?
In [l] Zeeman and Hudson give a solution to A for proper embeddings of manifolds. Their condition for coverability is local-unknotting of p| YXJ for any subinterval J EI, which is always true in codimension ^3, see [l] for the precise definition.
In this paper we will be concerned only with Problem B and our main result is that any locally collarable isotopy (definition below) can be track-covered.
Local collarability is a necessary condition for track-covering and, in the case of proper embeddings of manifolds, is strictly weaker than local unknotting.
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The proof of our result rests heavily on techniques of Zeeman [2] and Hudson and Zeeman [l ]; however it improves on known answers to Problem B, since it works for any compact polyhedra (not merely for manifolds). Proposition.
There is a short ambient isotopy of X which covers the track of the beginning of F.
Proof. By local collarability and the Collaring Theorem, the pair P(FXO), XXO is collarable in F(YXI), XXI.
This implies that 3 an embedding, c: XXI, FoYXI-^XXl, F(YXI) which maps XXI onto a neighborhood of XXO in XXI. Now by [l, Lemma 5] we can change c to c* with c* level preserving in [0, 5]; the method of proof is to star c on the 5 level for all simplexes meeting the 5 level, for 5 smaller than all meshes in some triangulation of c.
Note therefore that c*(XX [0, 5]) is still a neighborhood of XXO in XXI and that c*(F0YXI) is still CF(FXI).
C*(C*-IX1)| [0,8] is therefore a short ambient isotopy of X covering the beginning of the track of F, proving the proposition. Now by the proposition and the fact that local collarability gives the same condition on either side of each level, we get, for each tEI, a short "ambient isotopy" H( of X, which covers the track of P in a neighborhood of t.
The theorem therefore follows by the argument in [l, proof of Theorem 2], which is a compactness argument. By compactness of I, we get a set of abutting intervals covering I with "short ambient isotopies" on each covering of the track of F; we form H by piecing them together, taking care to make them agree where they meet-see [l] for details.
Addenda. (1) We can choose H to keep fixed the complement of a neighborhood of the track of Pin X ( = \JtFtYCX). This is because in the Collaring Theorem, as applied in the above proof, we can choose our collar to be standard outside a neighborhood of P(FXO), which gives the short ambient isotopy to be the identity outside a neighborhood of PoF.
(2) Some of the compactness conditions can be relaxed in the theorem (e.g. by (1) it is enough for a neighborhood of the track of F to be compact).
